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Randomness is a central concept to statistics and physics. A new statistical analysis provides
evidence that tossing coins and finding last digits of prime numbers are identical problems regarding
equally likely outcomes. This analysis explains why randomness of equally likely outcomes is valid
at large numbers.
Randomness is essential in statistics and in making a
fair decision [1–4]. Coin tossing is a basic example of
a random phenomenon [2]: by flipping a coin, one be-
lieves to choose one randomly between heads and tails.
Coin tossing is a simple and fair way of deciding between
two arbitrary options [3]. It is commonly assumed that
coin tossing is random. For a fair coin, the probability of
heads and tails is equal, i.e., Prob(heads) = Prob(tails)
= 50% as illustrated in Fig. 1. This situation is valid
only under a condition that all possible orientations of
the coin are equally likely [4]. In fact, real coins spin in
three dimensions and have finite thickness, so that coin
tossing is a physical phenomenon governed by Newtonian
mechanics [1–4]. Making a choice by flipping a coin is still
important in quantum mechanical statistics [5, 6]. The
randomness in coin tossing or rolling dice is of great in-
terest in physics and statistics [7–12]: coin or dice tossing
is commonly believed to be random but can be chaotic
in real world [13].
A similar situation appears in distribution of prime
numbers. Prime numbers are positive integers larger
than 1: they are dividable only by 1 and themselves.
All primes except 2 and 5 should end in a last digit (j) of
1, 3, 7, or 9. In mathematics, the last digits are believed
(without a proof) to be randomly or evenly distributed
when numbers are large enough [14]. If the last digits of
prime numbers come out with the same frequency, then
the probability of the four last digits would be equal,
i.e., Prob(j) = 25% as illustrated in Fig. 2. The study of
the distribution of prime numbers has fascinated mathe-
maticians and physicists for many centuries [14–18]. The
distribution of prime numbers is essential to mathemat-
ics as well as physics and biology. Particularly in many
disparate natural datasets and mathematical sequences,
the leading digit (d) is not uniformly distributed, but in-
stead has a biased probability as P (d) = log10(1 + 1/d)
with d = 1, 2, ..., 9, known as the Benfords law [15–17].
Therefore, finding the distribution of last digits is still
important. All primes except 2 and 5 should end in a
last digit of 1, 3, 7, or 9. Particularly four last digits
are believed (not proven yet) to be randomly or evenly
distributed when numbers are large enough.
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Here we introduce a new statistical analysis, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3, and clearly show that tossing coins and
finding last digits of primes is intrinsically identical in
statistics they are the same problems of equally likely
outcomes.
How is randomness defined?
There are many examples for equally likely outcomes:
representatively, coin tossing is believed to occur with a
probability of 50% between heads and tails. For repeated
experiments with a sample, if its frequency between ex-
pected outcomes is equal, we can say: the expected out-
come of the sample is random. Here we suggest a simple
way to define the randomness concerning equally likely
outcomes.
The relative frequency of each outcome, fi = ni/N
where ni is the frequency and N is the total number of
repetition, can be various or complicated according to
experiments and conditions. The range of frequency for
each experiment, R = nmaxi −nmini , indicates the value
between the maximum frequency and the minimum fre-
quency. In statistics, the range tends to be larger, the
large the size of the sample [19, 20]. This tendency can be
described by a power-law scaling asR ∼ Nα where α > 0.
Such a power-law scaling commonly appears in physics
[21, 22]. Finally, the range of the relative frequency
between equally likely outcomes, R/N = fmaxi −fmini ,
should have a simple relation as R/N ∼ Nβ , where
β = α−1 (here β < 0 because α < 1). The statisti-
cal constraint of R/N ∼ Nβ (β < 0) implies that the
frequency of each outcome becomes equal (R/N → 0) as
the total number of repletion increases (N → ∞). Con-
sequently, the condition of R/N → 0 at N →∞ explains
why randomness is valid only at large numbers, which is
known as the law of large numbers in probability theory.
How random is a coin toss?
To rule out physical and mechanical aspects of tossed
coins, we use an online virtual coin toss simulation ap-
plication (http://www.virtualcointoss.com) with an ideal
coin of zero thickness, where there is no bias between
heads and tails, ensuring the equal probabilities for heads
and tails. Our experiments with perfectly thin coins en-
able us to consider only the statistical features of the
coin-tossing problems. We actually conducted all five
experiments as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). For each exper-
iment, we counted the relative frequency of heads, de-
noted fi = ni/N where ni is the frequency of heads and
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2N is the total number of tosses. Different experiments
are illustrated by different colors. As seen here, the rel-
ative frequency of heads gradually approach to the ulti-
mately expected value for heads, i.e., Prob(heads) = 50%
[toward the dashed line] as the total number of tosses
increase, although all individual curves are different in
shape.
Here we analyze the range of frequency of heads
and tails for each experiment [Fig. 1(c)], denoted R =
nmaxi −nmini , which is the value between the maximum
frequency and the minimum frequency. In statistics, it is
known well that the range tends to be larger, the large
the size of the sample. The average value for the range
of frequency in tossed coins shows that R increases with
N by a power-law scaling as R ∼ Nα where α ≈ 0.4 (the
error bars come from the standard errors).
Finally, we obtain the range of the relative frequency
between heads and tails for each experiment, denoted
R/N = fmaxi −fmini . From a power-law scaling of R ∼
Nα, we expect a simple relation as R/N ∼ Nβ , where
β = α−1. In fact, we obtain β = −0.6237 (±0.0272)
for coin tossing (the error bars come from the standard
errors) as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). This analysis clearly
shows Prob(heads) = Prob(tails) = 50% by R/N → 0
at N →∞, indicating statistical evidence of randomness
for coin tossing at large numbers, consist with a common
belief about coin tossing [8].
How random is a last digit of prime numbers?
Prime numbers are positive integers larger than 1: they
are dividable only by 1 and themselves. All primes ex-
cept 2 and 5 should end in a last digit (j = 1, 3, 7, or 9).
In mathematics, the last digits are believed (without a
proof) to be randomly or evenly distributed when num-
bers are large enough. If the last digits of prime numbers
come out with the same frequency, then the probability
of the four last digits would be equal, i.e., Prob(j) =
25% [Fig. 2(a)]. From all primes in base 10 for integers
up to 105, we conducted the statistical analysis that we
did for the above coin tossing. As seen in Fig. 2(b), the
relative frequency of last digits gradually approach to the
ultimately expected value for heads, i.e., Prob(j) = 25%
[toward the dashed line]. The range of frequency among
1, 3, 7, and 9 [Fig. 2(c)] increases with the total number
of primes with a power-law scaling as R ∼ N0.4, which
is consistent with the case of coin tossing [Fig. 1(c)].
The range of the relative frequency among 1, 3, 7, and
9 shows R/N ∼ Nβ with β = 0.5980 (±0.0164) for last
digits [Fig. 3(b)], which is completely identical to the case
of coin tossing [Fig. 3(a)]. This analysis clearly shows
Prob(j) = 25% by R/N → 0 at N → ∞, indicating
that the last digit of primes would occur with the same
frequency. This result provides the statistical evidence of
randomness for last digits of primes at large numbers.
In summary, we introduce a simple expression for ran-
domness at large numbers. From statistical analyses of
coin-tosses and last-digits of primes, we show that the
range of the relative frequency between equally likely
outcomes (R/N) decreases as the total repetition num-
ber (N) increases. A power-law scaling for both cases
is found as R/N ∼ Nβ (β ≈ 0.6), implying that the fre-
quency of each outcome becomes equal (R/N → 0) as the
total number of repletion increases (N → ∞). The con-
dition of R/N → 0 at N →∞ explains why randomness
is valid only at large numbers. This result consequently
supports that finding last digits of primes is intrinsically
identical to tossing coins in statistics both cases are the
same problems of equally likely outcomes. Finally our
finding the power-law relation between the range of the
relative frequency among equally likely outcomes and the
total number of repetition would be significant to un-
derstand why randomness is valid at large numbers (as
known as the law of large numbers). Our finding would
be important in statistics, physics, and mathematics.
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FIG. 1: Coin tosses. (a) Schematic illustration of a fair coin with two equally likely outcomes: heads or tails they equally have
50% in probability. (b) The relative frequency of heads taken from five experiments (tossing each coin up to 104 repetitions).
Different experiments are illustrated by different colors. (c) The range of frequency of heads and tails for each experiment.
Here the average value for the range of frequency in tossed coins shows that R increases with N by a power-law scaling as
R ∼ N0.4 (the error bars come from the standard errors).
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FIG. 2: Last digits of primes. (a) Schematic illustration of last digits (1, 3, 7, and 9) of prime numbers up to 105. The
probability of each last digit would be equal to be 25%. (b) The relative frequency of last digits gradually approaches to
25% [toward the dashed line]. (c) The range of frequency among last digits increases with the total number of primes with a
power-law scaling as R ∼ N0.4.
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FIG. 3: Analogy between coin tosses and last digits. The range of the relative frequency (R/N): (a) for coin tosses
between heads and tails and (b) for last digits among four last digits. In both cases, a power-law scaling of R/N ∼ Nβ is found
with β = 0.6237 (±0.0272) for coin tosses and β = 0.5980 (±0.0164) for last digits. This result explains why the randomness
for coin tosses or last digits can be valid only at large numbers.
